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Use Strategy Maps to
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Strategy maps describe strategy in a logical and consistent way. By
identifying near-term objectives and activities, they create long-term
customer differentiation and shareholder value.

Do you need a financial plan? Call any of the major accounting firms and ask for their
assistance. The results they deliver will be strikingly similar. Each plan will have a 
pro-forma income statement, balance sheet, cash-flow forecast, and capital plan. The
actual contents of the plans may differ, based on the knowledge and experience of the

accountant, but the structure will be the same.

Look how the situation changes when it’s a strategic plan that 
you need. You go to any of the major strategy consulting firms for
help — but the results they deliver will not be similar in any way. One

firm will look at your portfolio of businesses. Another will focus on processes. A third
may analyze customer segments and value propositions. Others will stress shareholder
value, core competencies, e-strategy, or change management. Unlike financial manage-
ment, strategy has no generally accepted definitions or framework. There are as many
definitions of strategy as there are strategy gurus.

Why is this a problem? In this era of knowledge workers, strategy must be executed at
all levels of the organization. People must change their behavior and adopt new values.
The key to this transformation is putting strategy at the center of the management
process. However, strategy cannot be executed if it cannot be understood, and it cannot
be understood if it cannot be described. If we are going to create a management
process to implement strategy, we must first construct a reliable and consistent frame-
work to describe strategy. What we need is a set of constructs analogous to the chart of
accounts, income statement, and balance sheets used to describe a financial plan. The
Balanced Scorecard provides such a framework.

The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) design process is built upon a set of premises:

• Strategy is a hypothesis — it makes certain assumptions about outcomes that can 
be achieved.

• Strategy can be described as a set of cause-and-effect relationships — the causal
chain can be made explicit and testable.

• Strategy requires the definition of activities that are the drivers (or lead indica-
tors) of desired outcomes — the organization can influence the drivers to achieve
outcomes of interest.

The essence of implementing strategy is to have these hypotheses clearly understood
by everyone in the organization, to align resources with the hypotheses, to test the
hypotheses continuously, and to adapt as required in real time.
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We refer to these strategic hypothe-
ses as strategy maps. They define 
the set of near-term objectives and
activities (the drivers) that will 
differentiate a company from its
competitors and create long-term
shareholder value (the outcomes).
Strategy maps can help organizations
create the alignment of activities
required to differentiate their prod-
ucts and services in the market. The
Balanced Scorecard is a framework
that can be used to translate these
strategy maps into action, using the
language of measurement, so they
can be understood and acted upon.
But before we can understand how a
strategy map works, we need to
examine the concept of strategic
themes.

Strategic Themes

Since the Balanced Scorecard was
introduced in 1992, we have helped
design scorecards for more than 200
organizations. We recently reviewed
approximately 50 of these designs 
to look for patterns in the way organ-
izations set strategic priorities. What
we found is that the strategies could
always be broken down into compo-
nent themes. For example, an insur-
ance company built its strategy
around three strategic themes:
improving operating efficiency,
growing profitable premiums in core
segments, and developing a new
fee-based solutions business.

An agribusiness firm provides 
another example. It defined four
strategic themes: improving operat-
ing margins by reengineering 
supply-chain processes, reducing the
cost of capital employed, increasing
sales through improved retail chan-
nel alliances, and improving sales by
helping farmers with new agronomic
practices. Such themes help organi-
zations deal with the conflicting 
priorities of the long term versus 
the short term, or of growth versus
profitability.

Our review of the 50 scorecard
design programs showed that 

strategic themes could be grouped
into three general categories (four if
regulatory agencies are involved):

• build the franchise — focusing 
on the creation of new business
opportunities;

• increase customer value —
restructuring relations with 
customers to expand the current
value proposition (e.g., cross-sell
services, become a personal advi-
sor, eliminate unprofitable 
customers);

• achieve operational excellence —
focusing on productivity manage-
ment, asset utilization, and operat-
ing performance; and

• practice good corpo-
rate citizenship —
focusing on external
or indirect con-
stituents in selected
industries subject to
regulation (e.g., utili-
ties) and/or environ-
mental risk (e.g.,
petrochemicals).

Our analysis suggests
that common patterns
of logic and activity
apply across organiza-
tions. This observation
is consistent with the
findings of Treacy and
Wiersema who 

concluded that successful organiza-
tions compete on one of three clearly
defined value propositions: opera-
tional excellence (delivering a 
combination of quality and service
that no one else can match), 
customer intimacy (building bonds
by knowing the customer), or prod-
uct leadership (pushing new products
into the realm of the unknown). The
central idea is that successful compa-
nies will excel at one of these three
dimensions of value while 
maintaining threshold standards on
the others.

Strategy Maps

Combining the four-tier Balanced
Scorecard framework with the 
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Figure 1.  The Architecture of Strategy Maps
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Strategic themes show up as measures in each of
the four BSC perspectives (horizontal bars).
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Growth and productivity are strategic themes for this organization. For each theme, there are specific measures identified in
each BSC perspective: financial, customer, internal processes, and learning and growth. For example, increasing the average 

tenure of managers is expected to improve roll-out ratings which, in turn, will make the customer’s experience more enjoyable.

Figure 2.  Store 24’s Strategy Map



concept of strategic themes yields a
strategy map — an architecture for
describing strategy in a reliable and
consistent way (see Figure 1). The
strategy map provides a shared
model of the organization’s strategy
to help translate vision into action.

Each theme is a “pillar” of the strate-
gy and contains its own strategic
hypothesis, its own logic of cause-
and-effect relationships, and its own
measures. These themes, and the
logic of the activities on which they
are based, provide the building
blocks of the organization’s strategy.
Integrating the themes into one coor-
dinated program at the top, and over-
seeing their execution, provides the
executive team with a clear frame-
work for managing the strategy.
Decomposing the strategic themes 
to lower levels of detail allows 
individuals everywhere in the organi-
zation to build their own personal
translation of the strategy into 
objectives and measures that are
meaningful to them. 

Using Strategy Maps to Create
Alignment at Store 24

The following case study illustrates
how a strategy map is put to use.
Figure 2 describes the strategy used
by Store 24, a New England-based
convenience-store company. The
organization consists of approxi-
mately 100 stores located in urban
neighborhood settings — a “mature
market” environment. Store 24 wants
to create higher growth rates by
increasing the amount of business
from the young, adult population,
which is growing at higher-than-
average rates. 

Growth and productivity are the two
primary strategy themes for this
company. The financial perspective
of the strategy map shows how the
high-level objectives (ROI and earn-
ings) are based upon simultaneously
managing growth and productivity.
Growth will result from successful
promotions that increase customer
loyalty and sales in core categories.
Productivity will result from 

industry-standard approaches to
improve labor productivity and
inventory turnover. Store 24 plans 
to differentiate itself in customers’
eyes by providing “entertaining and
unexpected fun” during the shopping
experience (a customer intimacy
strategy). The company motto, 
posted in all stores, is “Store 24 
Bans Boredom.” A typical in-store
promotion during the Halloween 
season finds toy spiders hanging
from the ceiling, spooky background
music, and the employees wearing
costumes. 

Store 24’s strategic themes are linked
to key internal processes. To support
its customer intimacy strategy, Store
24 must pay close attention to the 
in-store shopping experience.
Accord-ingly, the company has 
made significant investments in staff
training programs to ensure that this
strategy is executed at the point of
customer contact (the customer-
management process). The innova-
tion process focuses on the develop-
ment of new promotions and layouts
that will deliver on the promise to
ban boredom. And the operations
process is linked to a focus on cost
and inventory management needed to
meet productivity objectives.

The learning and growth strategy 
is aligned with the requirements 
for strategic business processes and 
customer differentiation. Because
Store 24’s strategy is totally depend-
ent upon the behavior of store 
personnel at the point of sale, the
learning and growth strategy calls 
for retention of experienced store
personnel who can sustain customer
relationships. It also requires signifi-
cant training for the staff, comple-
mented by ongoing evaluation 
programs. The employee satisfaction
measure on the scorecard shows that
Store 24 recognizes that the employ-
ee is a true partner in the overall
strategy.

Summary

The Balanced Scorecard has proven
to be a powerful tool for communi-

cating strategy so that it can be acted
upon. But a tool is only as good as
the story it tells — so before you use
a scorecard to create organizational
alignment, make sure the scorecard
tells the story of the strategy. Since
there is no standard for describing
strategy, this is not a simple task. In
our experience, if you ask 10 execu-
tives to describe the strategic priori-
ties of the organization, there will be
10 different answers. If you ask 10
analysts to develop scorecards for
organizations, there will be 10 differ-
ent scorecards.

Strategy maps provide a logical 
and reliable way to describe strategy.
The Balanced Scorecard serves as
the chart of accounts for strategy,
providing a taxonomy of common
goals, measures, and terminology 
by which an organization can be
linked. The strategy map acts as 
the income statement for strategy,
showing how various resources are
converted into desired outcomes;
reflecting the different units of meas-
urement and the time delays between
resource consumption and results.

We do not claim to have made a 
science of strategy. The formulation
of strategy is an art, and will always
remain so. However, the description
of strategy should not be an art. If
we can describe strategy in a more
disciplined way, we can increase the
likelihood of successful implementa-
tion. With a Balanced Scorecard that
tells the story of the strategy, we now
have a reliable foundation for the
design of a management system. ■ 
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